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Feminists ❤ statues



Breaking the “bronze ceiling”





Ann Rigney: “the cultural 
transmission of positivity 
and the commitment to 
particular values”

“Remembering hope: transnational activism beyond 
the traumatic”, Memory Studies, Issue 3, Volume 11, 
pp. 368-80, 2018

Why remember suffrage?





A “citizen science” project

Idea: 

Make an online map of 
the sites of memory 

dedicated to 
women’s suffrage 

with the help of “the 
general public”

Scien>fic goals: 

• Create an open 
database of 
memorials all around 
the world to facilitate 
compara>ve analyses

• Iden>fy contemporary 
agents of memory so 
as to conduct 
interviews with them 
about the drivers of 
the désir de mémoire

Educational goal:

Create an accessible and 
engaging gateway into 
suffrage history

Civic goal: 

Contribute to spreading 
and strengthening a 
“feminist civic culture”





The UK 
“matrimoine”: what 

is being transmi5ed? 



Suffrage history & 
memory in the UK
• NarraEve tensions between:

• Master (popular culture) narraEve: “those plucky 
suffrageLes”

• NarraEve trends in the historiography since 1970s: 
• Insistence on disEnguishing between suffragists 

and suffrageLes
• emphasis on working-class involvement & 

geographical diversity
• Move away from hagiography and towards 

”warts and all” assessments
• QuesEons: Which of these stories do the memorials 

tell/reinforce/undermine? With what consequences?



Suffrage memorialisa.on goes 
mainstream

• The désir de memoire has been 
powerfully spurned on by the 
centenary

• It is striking that the principal 
memorial form since 2018 has been 
the statue 

• Even my small sample almost covers 
the entire UK (see map) à further 
work must be done to explore 
differences in local memorial dynamics
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Suffragettes 
dominate 
the 
memorial 
landscape
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Who gets remembered?

4 ”Great Women”= 10/23 
memorials

• Emmeline Pankhurst: 3
• Millicent Fawcett: 2
• Emily Davison: 2
• Sylvia Pankhurst: 3



Memorial forms: 
tenta/ve 
remarks on the 
case of Sylvia 
Pankhurst



Who gets remembered? 
The drive to diversify

13/23 memorials are to ”less famous” women

• All unveiled since 2008
• 3 statues, 2 to working-class ac>vists
• 11 plaques, either in places born or lived in



Scales of memory

• Local scale: statues erected to 
celebrate “our local heroine” 
à expressions of civic pride & 
identity

• National scale: powerful 
disagreements over how to 
represent a movement



Conclusions
• The suffrage past has become a matrimoine

because it is a “safe” past through which to 
express a commitment to ”mainstream” 
feminist ideas

• This matrimoinialisation has NOT 
predominantly pushed forward a “feminism 
is done with” narrative

• Neither has it dislodged the master 
narrative of “those plucky suffragettes”

• But it has seen a push to diversify the stories 
told

• And these sites of memory have become 
public flashpoints for the expression of a 
diversity of feminist ideas

• Outstanding question: does “transmitting 
positivity” mean “forgetting the warts”?



Watch this space ;)



Thank you!


